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The system of administrative withdrawal in public affairs is originated from the 
ancient British principle of natural justice. To guarantee neutrality and fairness of 
administrative activities,  it eliminates  influences of those factors not should be 
considered such as money, human relationships, ways of the world and so on over the 
administrative activities  by forbidding those government staff who are concerned 
with the case from participating in adminstrative activities. This system has great 
positive roles on responding the human natural demand to pursue fair disposition, 
promoting the effective addressing of administrative disputes and enhancing 
efficiency of the administrative authority . Its functional value has been taken 
seriously in many countries. It can be proved that in overseas legislation on 
administrative procedure there are detailed stipulations about the administrative 
withdrawal in public affairs. By using the method of comparison , this thesis carries 
on contrasts over the related stipulations in overseas legislation about administrative 
withdrawal in public affairs from six aspects. By analyzing the designing mode, link 
and the detailed contents of overseas administrative withdrawal in public affairs , we 
hope to get some useful experiences in putting forward a more scientific and 
easy-operating  frame  in domestic legislation . The whole passage can be divided 
into six chapters: 
The first chapter: comparative study on the overseas legislation patterns, as well 
as the concrete categories of principal subject of administrative withdrawal in public 
affairs in different countries. Ambiguity is the main defect in our lawmaking about the 
scope and category of stake. To solve this problem, we should make a rigid stipulation 
on it . 
The second chapter: theory study on the scope of application of administrative 















intention of the system, this chapter draws a conclusion that administrative 
withdrawal in public affairs can only be applied to administrative law enforcement 
and  administrative judicature instead of administrative lawmaking. 
The third chapter: study on the legislation patterns on withdrawal conditions, the 
concrete reasons of withdrawal and some exceptional cases.  
The fourth chapter: procedure study on administrative withdrawal in public 
affairs. This chapter carries on analogy and analysis on procedure of withdrawal in 
three categories—withdrawal by oneself , withdrawal with petition and by instruction . 
Reviewing the domestic legislation, it appears to be quite ambiguous and infeasible in 
its implementation.  
The fifth chapter: legal consequence study on overseas legislation about 
administrative withdrawal in public affairs. In this chapter it’s also suggested that we 
should make a clear and rigid stipulation on the legal liability of the administrative 
staff who don’t withdraw in public affairs when it’s necessary . And the validity of  
the administrative activities without withdrawal should be definitely prescribed as 
well.  
The sixth chapter: administrative remedy study on administrative withdrawal in 
public affairs. This chapter makes analogy and analysis on the administrative remedy 
way over slight defects in administrative withdrawal in public affairs in various 
countries' administrative procedure laws.  
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